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Abstract 
 

Distributed simulation over Cloud environment is still a new subject. Cloud computing 

is expected to bring new benefits to conventional distributed simulation, including 

elasticity on computation resource, cost saving on investment and convenience on 

service accessibility. A few researches have been done on applying Cloud computing on 

distributed simulation. However, there are various drawbacks and limitations on those 

works. Lack of interoperability across Cloud platforms is one of critical drawbacks 

among them. It can greatly limit the usability and flexibility of distributed simulation 

over Cloud environment. Based on the investigation on Cloud computing and existing 

distributed simulation systems over Cloud environment, a novel interoperable 

HLA-based (High Level Architecture) simulation system over a Cloud environment, 

ISSC (Interoperable Simulation System over a Cloud Environment), is proposed in this 

thesis. ISSC aims to address the interoperability issue of simulation system across 

various Cloud platforms. It employs OCCI and a set of technologies, including Ruby on 

Rails, OpenVPN and RESTful web services, to build the interoperability across Cloud 

platforms. It adopts a distributed architecture to construct flexibility and expansibility of 

the system. The prototype and related experiments performed provides an excellent 

demonstration that ISSC is a reliable and effective solution on interoperable simulation 

system over a diverse Cloud environment. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction	

The emergence of Cloud computing provides a novel and prospect computation model. 

It constructs an new approach by which clients are able to access a centralized, elastic 

and theoretically infinite computing resources pool conveniently through network, as a 

service, in an on-demand model. This novel computation model is considered as an 

excellent computation solution to future information technology industry and expected 

to produce a great revolution in the conventional information technology industry. In 

fact, during past several years, Cloud computing grew speedily and has become a 

common and popular computation solution and even economic model of the 

information technology industry, which has been presenting the great potential to pose a 

huge change on the conventional information technology industry. 

Considering the advantages of Cloud computing, we have been managing to 

apply Cloud computing to conventional distributed simulations. Cloud computing is 

expected to bring conventional distributed simulations a great deal of new benefits, 
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including theoretical infinite computation capability, cost saving on investment, 

portability and flexibility on deployment, simpleness and convenience on environment 

setup, and accessibility and elasticity on service. Through introducing Cloud computing 

to the conventional distributed simulation, a lots of issues and bottlenecks existing in 

conventional distributed simulation are prospected to be improved or even resolved. It 

has been agreed with by a great deal of researchers and professionals that the rapid 

development of Cloud computing is going to boost the advance of conventional 

distributed simulation and related research. 

In fact, some effort on applying Cloud computing to conventional distributed 

simulations has been made by researchers and professionals. A few schemes or 

solutions have been proposed and some experiments or implementations have been 

completed to apply Cloud computing to conventional distributed simulation. Some 

other researchers have been trying to plant or port existing distributed simulation over 

Cloud environment. Those work can be considered early effort on applying Cloud 

computing on conventional distributed simulations. Although those effort has shown 

excellent examples on exploring in this area and provides valuable experience in this 

area, there are different kinds of defects and drawbacks in those work which can be 

resolved or improved. A fact is that simulation on Cloud computing is still at an early 

stage. It is apparent that the research on distributed simulation on Cloud computing is 

still far from mature and much more effort should be devoted into this area to provide a 

reliable and mature solution on simulation on Cloud computing. 
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1.1 Motivation 

Due to the fast development of Cloud computing in last a couple of years, it turns to be 

feasible and prospect to apply Cloud computing to conventional simulations. It is 

expected to introduce advantages of Cloud computing into conventional simulations, 

such as elasticity, cost saving and flexibility, to produce a more functional, more 

flexible and more efficient solution for conventional simulations. 

Some research on simulation on Cloud computing has been performed which 

shows excellent examples on exploring in this area and provides valuable experience 

and clues to researchers. However, those works have various defects and drawbacks, 

such as lacking flexibility on deployment, which needs more effort into this area to 

resolve or improve and lead to a reliable and mature solution on simulation on Cloud 

computing. 

Moreover, with the prevalence of Cloud computing, simulation on Cloud 

computing faces new challenges from the development of various Cloud computing 

platforms, including public Cloud computing service and private Cloud computing 

service. The bloom of various Cloud computing services boosts the application of 

Cloud computing in all kinds of area, whereas it also brings the interoperability issue of 

Cloud computing platforms. There is no solution on interoperable simulation platform 

over various Cloud platforms, which has been limiting the usability and flexibility of 

simulation on Cloud computing apparently. 

A reliable, mature and interoperable solution on simulation across Cloud 

platforms is imperative and absolutely is a key of promoting the application of Cloud 

computing on conventional simulations. 
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1.2 Objectives 

Considering the advantages of Cloud computing and the current status of development 

of distributed simulation, I think it would be a valuable work to apply Cloud computing 

to conventional distributed simulation and provide a reliable, mature and interoperable 

solution to interoperable distributed simulation on a Cloud environment.  

    Based on the characteristics of Cloud computing and conventional distributed 

simulation system, I am going to propose a novel architecture of interoperable 

HLA-based simulation system on a Cloud environment, based on which I design, 

implement and analyze an interoperable HLA-based simulation system on the Cloud 

platforms. This novel simulation system applies Cloud computing to conventional 

HLA-based distributed simulations, encapsulating the advantages of Clouding 

computing, improving or resolving some existing issues and bottleneck of current 

HLA-based distributed simulation and enhancing the capability and interoperability of 

conventional HLA-based distribute simulation. Through the great benefits brought by 

Cloud computing, it provides clients an easy-of-use and uniform interface to elastic and 

portable simulation service, with theoretical infinite computation capability in an 

economic cost.  

    This simulation system aims to build the interoperability across various Cloud 

platforms to enable large-scale interoperable HLA-based distributed simulation on multi 

Cloud platforms, which means the simulation system owns the capability of deploying 

simulations over various Cloud services and performing interoperable simulations 

across different Cloud platforms. 
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1.3 Contributions 

In this thesis, I propose a novel architecture of interoperable HLA-based simulation 

system, ISSC, on a Cloud environment which provides a feasible, reliable and flexible 

solution to interoperable HLA-based distributed simulation on a Cloud environment. 

This novel simulation system brings conventional HLA-based distributed simulations 

lots of benefits from Cloud computing, such as theoretical infinite computation 

capability, cost saving on investment, portability and flexibility on deployment, 

simpleness and convenience on environment setup, and accessibility and elasticity on 

service.  

     Based on the proposed architecture, I design and implement a prototype of 

this interoperable HLA-based distributed simulation system, which provides an 

excellent demonstration to prove the feasibility of the concept of ISSC. A group of 

experiments are also designed and performed on this prototype of ISSC to analyze and 

research the performance and characteristics of this interoperable HLA-based 

distributed simulation system.  

In conclusion, this novel interoperable HLA-based distributed simulation 

system provides a feasible and effective solution to interoperable HLA-based 

distributed simulations over a diverse Cloud environment which addresses the concern 

of interoperability on distributed simulation over various Cloud platforms. 
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1.4 Outlines 

This thesis is going to be organized as follows. In Chapter 1, a simple introduction of 

this thesis is given. In Chapter 2, some basic background knowledge and information is 

presented. In Chapter 3, related work is discussed, including research on simulation on 

Cloud computing and interoperability on Cloud computing. In Chapter 4, details of the 

design of simulation system are described. Then in Chapter 5, related experiment and 

results as well as analysis on this simulation system is illustrated. Finally, Chapter 6 

summarizes the conclusion and presents some future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

As discussed above, the objective of this thesis is to design and analyze an interoperable 

simulation system over a Cloud environment. In order to carry out the discussion very 

well, some basic background knowledge and information is presented in this chapter, 

including computer simulation, HLA-based distributed simulation, Cloud computing 

platforms and interoperability on Cloud computing. 

2.1 Computer Simulation Systems 

Computer simulation is a computer technique or methodology which represents real 

world systems, as well as related dynamic behaviors, using computer techniques, to 

simulate activities of systems in the real world and produce related results used for 

analysis. Computer simulation is used widely in research and industry helping to design, 

build and imitate systems in the real world, especially some complex ones which are 

difficult or expensive to produce or implement. In fact, along with the great 
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development of computer science and technology, computer simulation has been 

playing a very important role in our life, from weather forecasting, pilots training, to 

disaster prediction and military. 

According to characteristics of various simulations, simulations can be 

divided into two categories, continuous simulation and discrete simulation. Continuous 

simulation imitates systems as well as their behaviors which occur over a period of 

continuous time while discrete simulation imitates systems as well as their behaviors 

which occur at a series of discrete time spots. Among them, discrete simulations are 

suitable for computer simulation which can imitate discrete events in digital systems. 

2.2 Distributed Simulation 

Distributed simulation is one kind of computer simulation which is deployed among a 

group of computers connected through a distributed network. It is common that 

distributed simulation is employed to imitate complex network systems for study and 

research. 

Examining characteristics of distributed simulation, we can summarize some 

principal benefits which distributed simulation bring us [1]: 

1. Reduction on execution time [2]. Basically, this benefit is achieved through 

decomposing one large simulation task into a set of small sub-simulations which are 

deployed and executed simultaneously on a group of distributed computers connected 

via network. In this way, the execution time of simulation can be reduced by times 

depending on the scale of simulation subdividing. 
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2. Distribution on geography [2]. The decomposition of simulation among a 

group of computation nodes which may be deployed at various locations builds a virtual 

network where nodes interact with each other regardless of the geographical barriers. It 

can bring us great benefits on time and economics. 

3. Integration of various simulators executing on machines from different 

manufacturers [2]. Distributed simulation also brings us great benefits on compatibility 

over various simulators from different manufactures. It integrates different simulators 

into one virtual simulation network which can adapt various simulators. 

4. Fault tolerance [2]. Thanks to the characteristic of distributing simulation 

task across a set of computation nodes, distributed simulation possesses better fault 

tolerance. Even if some computation nodes are out of work, other computation nodes 

are able to take over corresponding simulations tasks to instead failed nodes. 

Briefly, there are two primary categories of distributed simulation which draw 

most of attention: analytic simulations and virtual environment.  

Analytic simulation refers to examining quantitative behaviors and data of 

simulated systems so that the characteristics and mechanism of simulated systems could 

be analyzed quantitatively. Due to the features of analytic simulations, analytic 

simulations are usually expected to be executed in least time. In order to simulate 

investigated systems, analytic simulations are designed and implemented to 

approaching the real systems as close as possible. Human interaction in analytic 

simulations is limited or eliminated to ensure the accuracy of simulations. Virtual 

environment is a new kind of distributed simulation which aims to build a simulated 

virtual environment for humans so that people could be placed in this virtual world and 
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behave like in the real world simulated. Considering the purpose of virtual environment 

simulation, this kind of distributed simulation raise a high requirement on real-time. 

Virtual environment is usually employed to training and entertainment. A comparison 

of analytic simulation and virtual environment is shown in Tab. 2.1.  

Items Analytic Simulations Virtual Environments 
Execution 
pacing 

Typically 
as-fast-as-possible Real-time 

Typical 
objective 

Quantitative analysis of 
complex systems 

Create a realistic and/or entertaining 
representation of an environment 

Human 
interaction 

If included, human is an 
external observer to the 
model 

Humans integral to controlling the 
behavior of entities within the model 

Before-and-after 
relationships 

Attempt to precisely 
reproduce before-and- after 
relationships 

Need only reproduce before-and-after 
relationships to the extent that 
humans or physical components 
embedded in the environment can 
perceive them 

Tab 2.1: Comparison of Analytic Simulation and Virtual Environment [1] 

Briefly, two different kinds of architectures are employed in distributed 

simulation, client-server architecture and peer-to-peer architecture [3].  

Client-server architecture place most of computation on the center computer 

server or centralized computation nodes which are in charge of management and 

monitoring of entire simulation system, while clients connect to the server to participate 

the simulation progress and obtain the result of simulation from the server. Thanks to 

centralized computation located on sever nodes, client-server architecture brings some 

benefits on the management of simulation system as well as convenience on 

maintenance and deployment. Meanwhile this model possesses a related high 

requirement for the computation capacity of server nodes which can become barriers for 

usability in specific situations. Multi-player gaming is a common application of 

client-server architecture. 
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By contrast, peer-to-peer architecture employs a different model where 

computation is placed across a virtual network composed of dispersively located 

computation nodes. This model provides a flat and wide computation architecture. In 

this architecture, computation load is distributed among connected peers which play 

equivalent roles and rely on each other to proceed the simulation. Compared to 

client-to-client architecture, peer-to-peer architecture possesses related low requirement 

for computation nodes and own related high fault tolerance, while it increases the 

difficulty on simulation deployment and also brings inconvenience on management and 

maintenance.  

However, now there are still lots of challenges which the distributed 

simulation is facing [110]. Firstly, it remains a big challenge to model human and 

organizational behavior. More effort is required to address issues on modeling human 

and organizational behavior [11][12][13][14][15]. Secondly, the interoperability of 

distributed simulation is still a big issue in this area. It is expected to improve this 

problem by establishing a interoperable framework for plug-and-play. Thirdly, there are 

lots of work need to be done to improve subscription and distributed data management 

algorithms. And it is also a significant challenge to guarantee real time processing rates 

for distributed simulation. Besides, there are also some other challenges which we need 

to pay much attention to for distributed simulation, including maintaining consistency in 

multi-resolution models and component replications, guaranteeing causality and causal 

message delivery and ensuring repeatability and reversibility. All of those challenges 

requires more effort and exploration in distributed simulation. 
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2.3 HLA-based Distributed Simulation 

Based on characteristics of distributed simulation, a couple of standards have been 

proposed or developed to support application of distributed simulation in various field, 

for example, High Level Architecture (HLA), Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS), 

Test and Training Enabling Architecture (TENA), Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol 

(ALSP) and so on. 

Among various standards supporting distributed simulation, High Level 

Architecture is popular one which is widely used in military and civilian applications 

[26][27][28][29][30]. Basically, the High Level Architecture is a general standard or 

framework designed for distributed simulation focusing on the interoperability and 

reusability of the simulation system or components, which was developed in the middle 

1990’s for the United States Department of Defense (DoD) [3]. One of main purposes 

of High Level Architecture is to build a unique and interoperable simulation 

environment or architecture where various simulators or simulation components can 

interact with each other regardless of different platforms or domains. Thanks to the 

interoperability and reusability brought by the High Level Architecture, existing 

simulators or simulation platforms can be reused and integrated into the new simulation 

system, which is considered to bring great saving on cost and time. Originally, the High 

Level Architecture is developed in the military domain, however, benefited from the 

well-design architecture, it presents the applicability in a wide area, from civilian and 

education to entertainment and industry. It is also proved to have excellent expansibility 

and compatibility to adapt to new platforms and systems [16][17][18][19][20]. 
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Basically, the High Level Architecture is formally defined through several 

components which constitute the whole High Level Architecture together and rely on 

each other [41][42][43][44][45], including a set of HLA rules, Object Model Template 

(OMT) and Interface Specification. 

HLA rules define set of constraints which regulate the behaviors and 

interactions of simulation elements in the system, providing a definition of properties 

and responsibilities of the simulation federation and related federates [5]. Object Model 

Template is a formalization language and mechanism used to define and represent data 

collection in the simulation system. It also provides a set of definition of fundamental 

models of the entire simulation architecture, including Federation Object Model (FOM), 

Simulation Object Model (SOM) and Management Object Model (MOM) [5]. Interface 

specification specifies the interface of the HLA run-time infrastructure (RTI), giving 

definitions of a set of service provided by the HLA RTI, which builds the fundament of 

communications among simulation elements in the simulation system [5]. 

In order to understand the underlying construction and principle of the High 

Level Architecture further, some basic conception or object are described in following 

paragraphs [8], including Federation, Federate, RTI, Object, Attribute, Interaction and 

Parameter. 

Federation is a declared simulation union composed of simulation units 

(Federate) connected in a simulation network through an HLA RTI, which gives a basic 

define of the entire simulation going to be executed [8][51][52][53][54][55]. Federate 

represents the basic simulation unit(maybe a simulation application, a simulation 

computer or a compatible simulation platform) in a simulation federation, holding all 
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object representations, which participate in and perform specific simulation task in the 

simulation federation [8]. Run-time Infrastructure (RTI) is the underlying software 

infrastructure or middleware in the HLA framework, which enables communications 

and interactions among federates. RTI implements the standard interfaces of HLA 

framework, providing standard services which are consistent with HLA rules and by 

which federates participate in the simulations [8]. Object is a group of data collection 

transferred among simulations. Attribute represents the property of object. Interaction 

defines interactive operation occurring in simulation units. Parameter defines property 

of interaction [8]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2.1: Federation and federates [9] 

2.3.1 HLA Rules 

Among three components of the HLA, the HLA rules are considered a fundamental end 

essential component of the whole architecture or framework which provides regulation 
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define two set of regulations the federation and federates must obey [3]. The two groups 
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of rules regulate the behavior of the federation and federates as well as related 

communication and interaction among them. 

The set of rules specified for the federation provide the norms of a federation 

behaving. There are five rules for federation. The first one is Federations shall have a 

Federation Object Model(FOM) in the Object Model Template(OMT) format [9]. The 

second one is all of objects’ representation in the FOM shall be in the federates, not in 

the RTI [9][61][62][63][64][65]. The third one is during a federation execution, all 

exchange of FOM data among joined federates shall occur via the RTI [9]. The forth 

one is during a federation execution, joined federates shall interact with the RTI in 

accordance with the HLA Interface Specification [9]. The fifth one is during a 

federation execution, an instance attribute shall be owned by only one joined federate at 

any given time [9]. 

Accordingly, five rules are defined for federates. The first one is Federates 

shall have a Simulation Object Model(SOM) in the HLA Object Model Template [9]. 

The second one is Federates shall be able to update and/or reflect any instance attributes 

of objects in their SOM, and send and/or receive SOM interactions externally, as 

specified in their SOM [9][71][72][73][74][75]. The third one is Federates shall be able 

to transfer and/or accept ownership of attributes dynamically during a federation 

execution, as specified in their SOM [9]. The forth one is Federates shall be able to vary 

the conditions under which they provide updates of attributes of objects, as specified in 

their SOM [9]. The last one is Federates shall be able to manage local time in a way 

which will allow them to coordinate data exchange with other members of a federation 

[9]. 
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2.3.2 Object Model Template 

Object Model Template (OMT) provides the HLA a formalization language or 

mechanism used to define and represent data collection transferred in the simulation 

system. OMT gives descriptions of basic elements transferred among federates, 

enabling the interoperability of HLA. The information declared in OMT includes 

defined object models representing simulation items and architecture, as well as related 

attributes, associations, and interactions. It also declares definition of essential models 

and related key algorithms. 

Generally, OMT provides a set of definition of three fundamental models of 

the entire simulation architecture. One Federation Object Model (FOM) corresponds to 

each federation [81][82][83][84][85]. It provides a description of all relevant shared 

data in the federation, for example, simulation objects, properties and related interaction. 

Similarly, one Simulation Object Model (SOM) corresponds to each federate. It 

provides a description of all relevant federate-specific data of the federate, including 

attributes and related interactions. Management Object Model (MOM) provides a 

description of relevant objects and interactions for the management of federation. 

  Normally, some mandatory basic information is required in OMT [10], 

including Object Class, Attribute Table, Interaction Class Structure Table, Parameter 

Table and FOM/SOM Lexicon. Object Class Structure Table defines the object class 

construction. Attribute Table defines properties of objects. Interaction Class Structure 

Table defines the interaction construction [96][97][98][99]. Parameter Table defines 

parameters of interactions. FOM/SOM Lexicon defines items in other tables. 
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        Additionally, some other extended information may be included in OMT [10], 

for example Component Structure Table, Associations Table and Object Model 

Metadata. 

2.3.3 Interface Specification 

The interface specification specifies the interface of the HLA run-time infrastructure 

(RTI), giving definitions of a set of service provided by the HLA RTI, which builds the 

fundament of communications among simulation elements in the simulation system. 

 

Fig 2.2: RTI and Interface Specification of HLA 
 
   Generally, six different aspects of simulation management services are 

defined in the interface specification [10], including Federation Management, 

Declaration Management, Object Management, Ownership Management, Time 

Management and Data Distribution Management. Federation Management provides 

fundamental functionality of building and manipulating a federation. Declaration 

Management implements basic mechanism or approach of information exchange among 

federates. Object Management provides fundamental functionality of building and 
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management of object. Ownership Management is responsible to ownership 

management of items in the simulation system during the simulation execution. Time 

Management provides synchronization mechanism of the simulation execution. Data 

Distribution Management Service implements data routing functionality among 

federates during the simulation execution.  

2.3.4 Challenges and Limitations 

High Level Architecture is for interaction between different types of systems such as 

real-time simulations and event-stepped wargames [112]. It provides a solution for 

distributed simulation focusing on the reusability and interoperability of simulation 

components and systems. However, there are some challenges and limitations blocking 

the development of High Level Architecture. Firstly, the flexibility of High Level 

Architecture could be a weakness of this architecture. Even though all of components of 

the simulation are HLA-compliant, they are able to interoperable with each other unless 

all federates agree on one same Federate Object Model (FOM) [112]. Apparently, this 

weakness reduces the interoperability of High Level Architecture greatly. Secondly, the 

complexity of the architecture and implementation also bring performance issue to High 

Level Architecture. It has been proved that the packets of High Level Architecture are 

significantly more than some other alternative standards, like Distributed Interactive 

Simulation, which leads to larger latencies than others consequently.  
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2.4 Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is a new technology prevailing recently years which integrates a set of 

technologies on network, large-scale computation, computation architecture and so on. 

Basically, it provides a novel computing model where users are able to access 

centralized, powerful and elastic computing resource pool through Internet by the mean 

of on-demand self- service [21]. 

The popularity of Cloud computing has produced a great effect on 

conventional computation model, from individual nodes computation to centralized 

computation. It provides a centralized, powerful and elastic computing resource pool 

which clients can access remotely through Internet and utilize in a mean of on-demand 

self-service [111]. As a novel computing model, Cloud computing allows users to set up 

their own customized computing environment with cheap cost, which means they do 

not need to pay for building up powerful computing environment and just rent from 

Cloud when large computing resource required, and also do not need to maintain lots of 

computing resource when only small computing resource required [112] [113]. 

According to common definition, at present, Cloud computing services are 

categorized to three different kinds [114]: SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform 

as a Service) and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). 

Namely, SaaS provides a software functionality in a service model while PaaS 

provides a platform bundling with a set of related functionalities in a service model. 

IaaS provides clients access to a wide range of infrastructural computing resources (like 

CPU and Storage) in a service model [114].  
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In fact, after a couple years of development, there has been some mature and 

successful application on those three areas respectively. Gmail is regarded as one of the 

most successful application of SaaS. Google Application Engineer (GAE) is one 

excellent example of PaaS application. In IaaS domain, there are more mature and 

famous cases from various IaaS business vendors, such as Amazon’s EC2, Microsoft’s 

Azure and Rackspace’s Mosso.  

 

Fig 2.3: Cloud-computing layers [100] 

According to deployment model, Cloud services can be categorized to three 

main kinds [114], including public Cloud, private Cloud and hybrid Cloud. Public 

Cloud is one kind of Cloud infrastructure which is provided for open use by the general 

public. There are some famous public Cloud service vendors: Amazon AWS EC2, 

Microsoft Azure and Google Compute Engine. By contrast, private Cloud is another 

kind of Cloud infrastructure which is provisioned for exclusive use by designated users, 

for example, a company or an organization. There are some popular deployment 

framework or software which is used to build private Cloud: OpenNebula and 
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OpenStack. Hybrid Cloud, namely, is a kind of Cloud infrastructure which is a 

composition of two or more different Cloud infrastructures which are integrated into 

one Cloud through related technologies. 

2.5 Open Cloud Computing Interface 

The Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) is a set of open community-lead 

specifications delivered through the Open Grid Forum, for cloud computing service 

providers [101] [102]. 

  It is an open source standard on interoperability of Cloud computing. 

Basically, it defines a set of specification to provide an interoperable interface which 

enables various functionalities of Cloud computing on different Cloud platforms or 

Cloud service providers. It was originally designed to support Cloud computing in IaaS, 

however, now it has been developed to a general, flexible and interoperable standard 

supporting IaaS and PaaS, which features a set of advantages, including interoperability, 

portability, integration and innovation, plus a high degree of extensibility [101]. 

  The OCCI specification consist of a set of related documents which define 

various functionalities in each domain. There are three categories of documents, 

including OCCI Core, OCCI Renderings and OCCI Extension [102]. The OCCI Core 

specification defines the OCCI Core Model which provides the fundamental and core 

functionalities of OCCI [101]. The OCCI rendering specification contains several 

documents which provides a group of rendering of the OCCI Core Model. Renderings 

can communicate with the OCCI Core Model with different approaches, as well as 

extensions of the OCCI Core Model. The OCCI Extension specification includes a set 
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of documents which provide extension specifications of the OCCI Core Model. 

According to the OCCI Extension specification, extensions can be easily added to the 

OCCI Core Model, which extends capability of the OCCI Core Model greatly. 

 

Fig 2.4: OCCI’s place in a provider’s architecture [101] 

  OCCI was initialized in March 2009 and was firstly lead by co-chairs from 

the once SUN Microsystems, RabbitMQ and the Universidad Complutense de Madrid 

[101] [111]. Today, the working group grows to an organization consisting of over 250 

members and includes numerous individuals, industry and academic parties [101] [111]. 

Some of these members from industry that have contributed include Rackspace, Oracle, 

Platform Computing, GoGrid, Cisco, Flexiscale, ElasticHosts, CloudCentral, RabbitMQ, 

CohesiveFT and CloudCentral [101] [111]. Some of these members from academia and 

research that have contributed include SLA@SOI, RESERVOIR, Claudia Project, 

OpenStack, OpenNebula and DGSI [101] [111]. 
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Chapter 3 

Related Work	

As discussed above, some effort on applying Cloud computing to conventional 

simulations has been made by researchers and professionals. A fact is that simulation on 

Cloud computing is still at an early stage. A few schemes or solutions have been 

proposed and some experiments or implementations have been completed. Although 

there are different kinds of defects and drawbacks in those work which can be resolved 

or improved, these research on simulation on Cloud computing which has been 

performed shows excellent examples on exploring in this area and provides valuable 

experience. In this chapter, some related research work will be introduced and 

discussed. 
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3.1 Distributed Simulation over Cloud 

Environment 

In fact, some researchers have been trying to plant or port existing distributed 

simulation over Cloud environment, which can be considered early effort on applying 

Cloud computing on distributed simulations. It is accepted that these effort has shown 

excellent examples on exploring in this area and provides valuable experience. A group 

of related work of distributed simulation over Cloud environment will be presented in 

following paragraphs. 

3.1.1 COSIM-CSP 

In [104], the authors propose and design a Cloud simulation platform prototype, named 

COMSIM-CSP, which is developed from conventional grid simulation, applying Cloud 

computing on the traditional distributed simulation and integrating a set of related 

technology and methods including virtualization technology, pervasive computing and 

high-performance computing [104] [114] [121]. Basically, the motivation of the authors 

is to resolve some issues of conventional distributed simulation based on grid 

computing to improve and strengthen existing grid simulation systems [104].  

  According to the motivation, some issues or problems are expected to be 

resolved or improved in the new Cloud simulation platform [104], including the 

capability to share a considerable volume of computation resources among distributed 

nodes, multi-users supporting, collaboration mechanism of various simulation 

components, fault tolerance mechanism and security mechanism. 
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In order to resolve those issues or problems, the author proposes an 

architecture of the Cloud simulation platform as shown in Fig 3.1. Briefly, the 

architecture is constituted of three different layers, including resource/capability layer, 

Cloud simulation platform layer and service application layer. 

The resource/capability layer is in charge of integrating all kinds of hardware 

and software resource to provide computation and simulation capability for upper layers. 

It poses the ability to encapsulate various computation resources and share integrated 

resources over distributed nodes [104]. 

    The Cloud simulation platform layer plays a vital role in the entail architecture. 

It is made up of four sub layers, namely perception/connection layer, virtual 

resource/capability layer, core function layer and user interface layer [114]. 

Perception/connection layer is placed upon the resource/capability layer where the 

perception, connection and networking of simulation resources are completed [114]; 

Virtual resource/capability layer encapsulates various simulation resources into one 

virtual simulation resource pool using a set of virtual technology where physical 

resource are transformed into logic or virtual simulation resource [114]; Core function 

layer implements a simulation middleware which contains a group of functionality 

components including virtual resource/capability management component, 

knowledge/model/data management component, system running management 

component, system service evaluation component and system dynamic construction 

management. User interface layer provides a unique interface and portal accessing 

various simulation resources and services to all kinds of simulation users through web 

browser [114]. 
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Fig 3.1: Architecture of the cloud simulation platform [114] 

    Based on the Cloud simulation platform layer, the Service application layer 
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fulfills fully multi-user supporting which implements four different using modes 

including single user completing one phase simulation activity, multi-user 

collaboratively completing one phase simulation activity, multi-user collaboratively 

completing multi-phase simulation activity and multi-user access simulation capability 

on demand [114]. 

According the proposed architecture of Cloud simulation platform, a Cloud 

simulation platform prototype, COSIM-CSP, is implemented to prove and test the 

feasibility and functionality of proposed architecture. In order to implement the Cloud 

simulation platform prototype, the author develops or employs [87] a series of 

technologies or mechanisms to support various functionalities of the architecture [104] 

[114], including pervasive portal technology, simulation resource services scheduling 

technology, simulation system fault tolerance and migration technology, individual 

virtual desktop technology, multi-user oriented dynamic building technology of virtual 

simulation environment, fault-tolerant migration technology for simulation resources, 

high-performance Cloud simulation supported co-simulation platform technology, 

monitoring and evaluation technology for Cloud simulation, problem solving 

environment technology, virtualization portal technology, web-based HLA/RTI 

distributed interactive simulation technology, simulation resource management 

technology based on web service/grid technology, simulation resource discovery 

technology based on semantics, simulation resource services automatic composition 

technology, simulation resource services scheduling technology, simulation system fault 

tolerant and migration technology, simulation resource virtualization technology and 

security mechanism and user management technology [114]. 
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Based on the implemented Cloud simulation platform prototype, a group of 

simulation applications are developed or deployed which shows acceptable functionality 

and performance from the view of simulators. 

3.1.2 CDS 

In order to improve some deficiency of High Level Architecture (HLA) and enhance the 

capability of HLA, a group of researchers integrated Cloud computing with their work 

on grid-based distributed simulation [88] and accordingly proposed a new efficient and 

secure Cloud-based distributed simulation system [87], namely CDS, to satisfy the new 

requirement of large-scale distributed simulation effectively. The proposed simulation 

system introduces the Cloud computing into distributed simulation to provide a 

service-oriented simulation platform, addressing some essential issues of HLA and old 

grid-based distributed simulation. The improvement brought by CDS contains enhanced 

load balancing capability of the simulation, realizing share and reuse of simulation 

resources, efficient applicability on wide area network, on-demand service model of 

simulation resources and reliable security guarantee [88].  

Introducing Cloud computing into distributed simulation, CDS employs a 

new-designed architecture featuring novel characteristics from Cloud computing and 

extending conventional HLA.  

Briefly, CDS is consist of six primary layers, including simulation application 

layer, simulation Cloud portal/tool player, Core service layer, Cloud infrastructure layer 

and heterogeneous resource layer, which are made up of lots of different components 

respectively [88]. 
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Heterogeneous resource layer plays a fundamental role in the entail 

architecture encapsulating and integrating all kinds of hardware and software resources 

including computation resources, storage resources and network resources, to provide 

underlying physical resources to upper layers. The Cloud simulation system mange and 

discover resources from heterogeneous resource layer and port them to upper layers 

[88].  

Core service layer provides a series of essential functionalities by a group of 

components [88]. The Cloud-RTI component acts as the platform providing the 

traditional RTI service in the Cloud model. The management center (MC) component 

takes the responsibility of managing different versions of RTIs and simulation models 

[88]. The CDS Monitor (CM) component is in charge of monitoring the entail 

simulation system. The resource requirement description (RRD) component is used to 

create resource requirement document. And according to the documents generated by 

RRD, the simulation scene deployment (SSD) component complete the deployment of 

simulation tasks across distributed nodes. The data collection and process replay (C&R) 

component is employed to record the dynamic status of simulation tasks and recreate 

the simulation process when necessary. The functionality of simulation fault tolerance 

and migration (T&M) component is to implement the fault tolerant and migration 

mechanism of the entail system which guarantees the efficient scheduling of load 

balancing across the entire simulation system. 

Simulation model layer stores all kinds of simulation models of the Cloud 

simulation system which are used by other components of the Cloud simulation system 

to build specific simulations. 
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Simulation Cloud portal/tool layer plays the role of a portal of the Cloud 

simulation system, providing the simulation entry and interface to simulators. 

Simulation application layer encloses various simulation applications built on 

the Cloud simulation platform. 

3.2 Interoperability on Cloud Computing 

While Cloud computing has been experiencing rapid growth, interoperability on Cloud 

computing turns out very important for the further development of the Cloud ecosystem 

and market [104]. Merging and integrating different Cloud platforms relies on the work 

on interoperability on Cloud computing. Although the research on this area is still at a 

relatively early stage, considerable effort has been made by lots of researchers and 

professionals. 

The work on interoperability on Cloud computing has been done involves 

some standards on interoperability of Cloud computing, as well as some middleware 

and software libraries targeting interoperability on Cloud computing. Some popular and 

mature standards and middleware/libraries are going to be introduced in the following 

paragraphs. 

3.2.1 Standards on Interoperability on Cloud Computing 

The fast growth of Cloud computing rises the requirement of standards on 

interoperability on Cloud computing. There has been lots of related standards proposed 

by different organizations [103]. Some of them focus on the data communication level 

while some others work on the service provision level. 
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Among these standards, OCCI, as a leading open source Cloud computing 

interface/standard, plays an important role in the ecosystem of Cloud computing. It is 

has been discussed in Chapter 2. 

Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI), another primary open 

standard on interoperability on Cloud computing, is proposed by Distributed 

Management Task Force (DMTF) [90] [91]. CIMI is designed to provide a series of 

standardized definition of resource on different Cloud platforms and related operations 

on resources, as well as interactions across Clouds platforms so that Cloud consumers 

can access and mange Cloud resource from various Cloud platforms. At present, CIMI 

is focused on the IaaS domain. The latest version of CIMI gives a description of the 

architecture enclosing all components and APIs as shown in Fig. 3.3.  

 

Fig 3.2: CIMI model [91] 

Cloud consumers access Cloud resources through CIMI provider interface, 

Cloud Entry Point of the architecture, which acts as the main entry into the IaaS 

providers [91]. A group of domains and related constraints are defined to describe 

various capabilities and resources in the Cloud platform. All components or domains 
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provide an interface by which the system can discover various capabilities and 

resources automatically. 

The core resources of CIMI model include systems, machines, volumes and 

networks. The structures of them are illustrated in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. Systems in the  

 

Fig 3.3: System in CIMI model [91] 

 

Fig 3.4: Machine in CIMI model [51 

CIMI model defines groups of resources which can be managed as one single unit [91]. 

Machines in the CIMI model represent compute instances which encapsulate a group of 

computation resources, such as CPU and memory. A volume in the CIMI model is a 

storage container which can be associated with machines. A network in CIMI model 

implements a connected network involved with a group of machines. 
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3.2.2	Middleware/Libraries	on	 Interoperability	 on	Cloud	

Computing	

In addition to standards introduce above, there are also lots of middleware/libraries on 

interoperability on Cloud computing developed by open source organizations or 

commercial companies. Most of them involve specific programming languages which 

provides convenient and effective toolkits or APIs to build applications across Cloud. 

3.2.2.1 LibCloud 

LibCloud is a open source programming library written in Python which aims to 

provide a unified API interacting with different Cloud service providers [92]. The 

purpose of it is to facilitate the development of application working over various Cloud 

platforms. Originally, LibCloud was developed in 2009 by Cloudkick [93] in order to 

resolve the issue of interacting with multiple different Cloud provider APIs[92]. Late in 

2009, the project joined Apache Incubator and then graduated from the incubator to a 

top level project in May of 2011 [92]. LibCloud is designed to support the management 

of several kinds of Cloud resources [92], including Cloud Servers and Block Storage, 

Cloud Object Storage and CDN, Load Balancers as a Service and DNS as a Service.  

At present, LibCloud supports more than 30 Cloud providers, including 

Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine and OpenNebula and so on. 
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3.2.2.2 Fog 

Fog is another open source programming library written in Ruby, similar as LibCloud, 

which is developed to utilize multiple Cloud provider services from a standardized API 

[94]. It implements a series of Cloud services from fundament to top level, with a group 

of components including Collections, Requests and Mocks [100]. Collections provide a 

simplified interface, making clouds easier to work with and switch between [100]. An 

abstract interface, implemented through a set of collections, is provided for each Cloud 

platform. Requests allow power users to get the most out of the features of each 

individual cloud [100]. Requests provide an advanced interface when some complex 

and deep functionalities are required. An interface is also given to discover all available 

request of specific Cloud platform. Mocks provide a smart mechanism for tests which 

allow skipping overhead of operations on application instances and accordingly make 

testing and integrating of code easy [100]. 

  Now there are more than 30 Cloud providers which have been supported by 

fog [101], such as Amazon EC2 and OpenStack. 

3.2.2.3 JClouds 

JClouds is an open source multi-Cloud toolkit for the Java platform which gives 

developers the freedom to build Java software portable and interoperable over various 

Clouds [102]. Moreover, it gives developers the ability to use Cloud-specific features 

with full control [102]. 

JClouds offers a set of abstract APIs as Java libraries which can be used to create 

applications in Java on various Cloud platforms. Some most mature of these APIs 
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includes ComputeService, BlobStore and LoadBalance [103]. ComputeService provide 

basic functionalities of instances management in Cloud. Allow users to instantiate 

multiple compute instances at once as well as software installation on them. BlobStore 

provides a simplified and portable interface to access and manage storage across various 

Clouds. It features presenting a straightforward map view of contained data in your 

storage. LoadBalancer abstracts a unified interface to manage and schedule load 

balancers on various Cloud platforms. It is allowed to create load balancer and 

associated nodes which will perform related actions of load balancing. 

  It provides a simplified and portable interface to access and manage storage 

across various Clouds. It features presenting a straightforward map view of contained 

data in your storage. According to [104], JClouds now supports 30 Cloud providers and 

Cloud software stacks including Amazon, Azure and OpenStack. 

3.2.2.4 DeltaCloud 

DeltaCloud is a Ruby API originally proposed and developed by Red Hat and the 

Apache Software Foundation [105]. It provides a unified abstract REST-based API to 

perform the management of services deployed across various Cloud platforms. 

DeltaCloud employs a set of drivers to adapter different Cloud platforms. Three 

different frontends are supported by DeltaCloud. They are DeltaCloud classic frontend, 

DMTF CIMI frontend and Amazon EC2 frontend. The architecture of DeltaCloud is 

described in Fig. 3.6. 

The first version of DeltaCloud was released in September of 2009. In May of 

2010, the project was placed into the Apache Incubator project and then graduated from 
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the incubator, as on top level project in October of 2011 [105]. In July of 2015, 

DeltaCloud was moved to the Apache Attic due to inactivity [105]. 

 

Fig 3.5: Architecture of DeltaCloud [106] 

3.3 Summary 

From related discussion above, we know there are much effort of planting existing 

distributed simulation on Cloud computing. However, there is one significant drawback 

of those conventional distributed simulation platforms/systems which is the lack of 

interoperability across different Cloud platforms. They are limited on specific Clouds 

platform which means it is impossible to move across different Cloud platforms. It also 

reduces greatly the capability of encapsulation and integration of resources from various 

Cloud platform. This drawback significantly degrades the portability and compatibility 

of Cloud simulation platform/system, posing great negative effect on the functionality 

and capability of the distributed simulation platform/system on Cloud environment. 

Related work on interoperability on Cloud computing is considered important 

to improve the drawback of lack of interoperability in those platforms. Related effort of 

interoperability on Cloud computing are discussed in this chapter. Some standards of 

interoperability on Cloud computing and a group of middleware/libraries on 

interoperability on Cloud computing are reviewed respectively. These work can be 
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utilized to improve the drawback of those conventional distributed simulation 

platforms/systems on Cloud environment.  

Among those related work, OCCI and CIMI are two similar standards 

focusing on the interoperability of Cloud computing. Even though both of them are 

managing to provide interoperable interface across various Cloud platforms, they differ 

in some areas. Firstly, OCCI is designed to an extensible standard which can be 

extended to PaaS and SaaS domains while CIMI now is specific to IaaS domain. It is 

apparent that OCCI can be applied to wider domains than CIMI. Secondly, OCCI 

provides a group of abstract defined models in an inheritable architecture while CIMI 

provides a group of completely defined and independent models. This feature leads to 

the better flexibility of OCCI than CIMI. The comparison between OCCI and CIMI is 

shown in Tab. 3.1.  

Items OCCI CIMI 
Open Source Yes Yes 
Domain IaaS, PaaS, SaaS IaaS 
Models Abstract inherited models Independent models 

Tab 3.1: Comparison of OCCI and CIMI 

In this thesis, OCCI, the leading open source Cloud computing 

interface/standard, is employed to implement the interoperability of distributed 

simulation system on Cloud environment, which is one of objectives of this thesis. In 

the next chapter, a new interoperable distributed simulation system over a Cloud 

environment, based on OCCI, will be proposed and described in details. The 

implementation of prototype and experiments as well as related analysis will also be 

discussed in later chapters. 
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Chapter 4 

Interoperable Simulation System over a 

Cloud Environment (ISSC)	

According to discussion in the former chapters of this thesis, it is not difficult to obtain 

a conclusion: distributed simulation on Cloud can bring conventional simulation great 

benefits from the novel Cloud computing paradigm, which is very prospective, however, 

the work of applying Cloud computing on distributed simulation is still at an early stage, 

which needs to be improved and advanced. The fact is that existing schemes or 

solutions of distributed simulation on Cloud environment have various limitations or 

drawbacks. One apparent drawback of them is the lack of interoperability across Cloud 

platforms, which has been posing considerable negative effect on the usability and 

flexibility of distributed simulation on Cloud environment. 

Based on the research of existing schemes and solutions of distributed 

simulation on Cloud environment, and characteristics of distributed simulation and 
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Cloud computing, in this thesis, a novel interoperable distributed simulation system on a 

Cloud environment, ISSC, is proposed which integrates Cloud computing with 

conventional distributed simulation, providing an easy-of-use and unified interface to 

elastic and portable simulation resources and services, with theoretically infinite 

computation capability in an economic cost. This platform features the great 

interoperability of Cloud platforms, which means it can be deployed on various Cloud 

platforms and perform all kinds of interactions across these Cloud platforms. 

In this chapter, the details of this simulation system will be discussed. A 

prototype of this simulation system has been implemented. A group of experiments and 

related analysis were performed on this prototype platform which will be introduced in 

the next chapter. 

4.1 Overview 

This simulation system is an interoperable simulation system over a Cloud environment. 

It is designed for HLA distributed simulations, adapting the new Cloud environment. 

With prepared simulation environments and a convenient user interface, the simulation 

system provides a one-stop portal for simulators. Built over Cloud environment, the 

simulation system adopts novel features of Cloud computing, bringing cost reduction, 

productivity, reliability, scalability and elasticity to simulators. Employing OCCI, it 

features the interoperability across Cloud platforms, offering the ability to integrate 

resources from various Cloud platforms into the simulation system, from public Cloud 

platforms, saying Amazon EC2, to private Clouds built by OpenNebula, OpenStack and 
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so on, which improves the scalability, expandability and flexibility of the simulation 

system greatly. 

At present, this simulation system supports HLA distributed simulation. It 

provides a prepared simulation environment for HLA distributed simulation through 

designed virtual machines, enclosing custom computing resources and simulation 

images, and convenient simulation portal. Simulator can deploy various complex HLA 

simulations easily and conveniently with the uniform user interface and prepared 

simulation portal. The simulation system prepares custom computing resources and 

environment for users so that simulators are able to deploy and perform their 

simulations fast through convenient simulation portal, leaping over the great difficulty 

of building complex computing system and simulation environment. The prepared 

simulation environment integrates enough computation resources and necessary 

simulation tools and components including configurations, storages, simulation 

networks and so on. In the future, support for other distributed simulation models can be 

added conveniently. 

4.2 Features and Scenarios 

Built on a Cloud environment, this simulation system can provide much more sufficient, 

scalable and flexible computation resources. The Cloud computing environment 

features scalability and flexibility on one-demand computing service, which integrates a 

set of technologies on network, large-scale computation, computation architecture and 

so on. It offers a novel computing model where users are able to access centralized, 

powerful and elastic computing resource pool through network by the mean of 
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on-demand self-service. As a novel computing model, Cloud computing allows users to 

set up their own customized computing environment with cheap cost, which means they 

do not need to pay for building up powerful computing environment and just rent from 

Cloud when large computing resource required, and also do not need to maintain lots of 

computing resource when only small computing resource required. This simulation 

system employs those novel features of Cloud computing and applies on simulation 

computing, bringing great cost reduction and powerful computation capacity to 

simulators. 

This simulation system employs OCCI to construct the operability over 

various Cloud platforms, which improves the scalability, expandability and flexibility of 

simulation system greatly. One fact of Cloud computing is that various Cloud platforms 

are independent and isolated separately. They have their own interface and API 

respectively. Each of them can not be interoperated and communicate with each others. 

Even though there are some commercial factors why they are isolated and separate, it 

produces great barriers among different Cloud platforms, which impacts the optimal 

utilization and integration of various Cloud platforms negatively. OCCI is a de facto 

open source standard on interoperability of Cloud computing, which provides the 

interoperability among different Cloud platforms. This simulation system adopts OCCI 

to build the ability of enclosing various computation resources from different Cloud 

platforms into the simulation system, which gives a solution of interoperable simulation 

across different Cloud platforms.  

Three typical scenarios of applying this simulation system are selected to 

demonstrate main features of this simulation system in the following discussion. 
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Fig 4.1: Scenario 1 of ISSC 

The first scenario in Fig. 4.1 illustrates some essential features of this 

simulation system: powerful computation capability, elasticity and interoperability. 

Thanks to the novel computing model of Cloud computing, this simulation system built 

on a Cloud environment acquires theoretically unlimited computation capability, with 

an economic cost. Benefiting from characteristics of Cloud computing, the computation 

resources underlying this simulation system is elastic, which means the computation 

resources can be acquired in an on-demand model. Moreover, employing OCCI, this 

simulation system possesses interoperability of Cloud platforms. The interoperability of 

this simulation system allows more computation resources from different Cloud 

providers to be encapsulated into this simulation platform.  

As shown in Fig. 4.2, the simulation system provides a unified interface to all 

simulation resources. The unified interface acts as the unique portal to the simulation 

system which enables simulators access all kinds of functionalities of the simulation 

system conveniently through one unified interface. Moreover, the unified simulation 

interface provides one interoperable portal to various simulation resources disturbed 

across different Cloud platforms and consequently it becomes easy to monitor and 

Portal of  
Simulation Platform�
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manage various simulation resources on different Cloud platforms via one unified 

interface. 

 

Fig 4.2: Scenario 2 of ISSC 

Another typical scenario of applying this simulation system is shown in Fig. 

4.3. This scenario demonstrates the scalability and extensibility of the simulation 

system. Owing to the interoperability of this simulation system, new Cloud resource 

sources, whatever imported public Cloud providers or new built private Cloud services, 

can be encapsulated dynamically when more computation resources are required by 

increasing requirement of simulations. Apparently it greatly strengthens the scalability 

and extensibility of the simulation system. 

 

Fig 4.3: Scenario 3 of ISSC 

Unified Interface 
of Simulation Platform�

Portal of  
Simulation Platform�
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4.3 Architecture 

Based on the requirements and features discussed in former chapters, a new 

interoperable distributed simulation architecture is proposed. Briefly, this simulation 

system composes of four parts: simulation portal, frontend, backend and Cloud service. 

The following figure demonstrates the system architecture.  

As demonstrated in Fig. 4.4, the platform is made up of four parts, simulation 

portal, frontend, backend and Cloud service. Simulation portal is the simulation entry 

and interface of the simulation system to simulators, which provides the unique entrance 

for simulators to deploy and perform simulations on this simulation system. The fronted 

is the back support to the simulation portal, which accepts and processes requests from 

simulation portal. The backend plays the role of a bridge between various Cloud service 

and the frontend, which encloses computation resources from Cloud platform and 

supplies computing capacity to frontend. Frontend and backend are constructed based 

on rOCCI framework, a ruby OCCI framework, through which frontend and backend 

communicate with the OCCI language. Cloud service represents various Cloud service 

provider, which can be any Cloud platform supported by OCCI. 

As described before, OCCI is employed to help building the interoperability 

of simulation system across Cloud platforms in this architecture. The rOCCI framework 

is fundamental components in Frontend part and Backend part. In Frontend part, the 

rOCCI framework provides a set of application programing interface compliant to the 

OCCI standard, offering fundamental functionalities of Cloud computing. Requests are 

translated into the OCCI language so that they can be transported to Backend part where 
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requests in OCCI format will be processed. The rOCCI framework in Backend part is 

responsible to adapt to various underlying Cloud services and translate requests in 

OCCI format into ones compliant to various native Cloud service interface. The 

functionality of this part plays the role of driver between Backend of ISSC and 

underlying Cloud platforms. The rOCCI framework in Backend part implements a 

group of drivers bridging Backend of ISSC and underlying Cloud services. 

 

Fig 4.4: Architecture of ISSC 

  The architecture adopts a distributed deployment model. Components are 

deployed on different servers geographically and logically, which increases the 

flexibility of the architecture greatly. Normally, the Simulation Portal component and 

the Frontend part component are deployed together on the same server while a group of 
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Backend components are deployed on a set of different servers. Underlying Cloud 

services are located at same servers with Backend servers or separately. 

4.3 Simulation Portal and Frontend 

The simulation portal and front-end are deployed together, which plays the role of 

interacting with and responding to simulators. It is also in charge of communicating 

with various backends which provide computation resource required by simulation tasks. 

The architecture of this part is demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. 

As demonstrated, this part is built on Apache HTTP Server, Fusion Passenger, 

Ruby on Rails and rOCCI framework, which reply on and coordinate with each other to 

providing end-user simulation service. 

 

Fig 4.5: Architecture of Simulation Portal and Frontend 

Apache HTTP Server is employed to offer web interface of the simulation 

platform to end-users. The web interface presents a unified simulation entrance to the 

simulation system, providing easy-to-use and convenient accesses to simulation service. 
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unified interface acts as a convenient one-stop portal to the simulation system for 

simulators. Through the unified simulation interface, simulators are able to deploy and 

perform various complex simulations on this simulation system easily and conveniently. 

Necessary entities and components, including computation resources, related simulation 

tools and software, related configurations, storages and simulation networks, are 

prepared for required simulations, which helps simulators to leap over the great 

difficulty of building complex computation system and simulation environment and 

focus on the simulation progress and results. 

The web service is implemented in Ruby via Ruby on Rails, a Ruby 

application framework, based on rOCCI Framework, a Ruby OCCI framework, and is 

loaded through Phusion Passenger, a Ruby application deployment server which is 

encapsulated in Apache HTTP Server. With the underlaying rOCCI framework, the 

front-end interacts with backends speaking OCCI language. 

At present, the Simulation Portal of system owns three main entrance, namely 

overview, new simulation and management, providing different function entrance 

respectively. Thanks to the excellent extensibility and productivity of Ruby on Rails 

application framework, it is not difficult to add new function entrance to the web 

interface, which also increases the extensibility and productivity of the simulation 

system. 

The entrance of overview functionality of simulation system presents all of 

available simulation resource units, virtual machines, across all enclosed Cloud 

platforms. Related information of virtual machines, including id, backend which 

indicates the Cloud platform this virtual machine is deployed, and location which 
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represents the specific physical network location in the simulation system, will be 

shown in this functionality. Through the link binding to location of virtual machines, 

more detailed information of each virtual machine, such as computation resources, 

storage resources and network resources, can be queried and displayed from associated 

Cloud platform. 

The new simulation functionality of simulation system is another important 

component of ISSC. This functionality provides a portal for simulators to build a new 

simulation environment. It allows users to specify a group of configurations to set up a 

custom simulation environment for simulation tasks. Simulators are able to define the 

number of virtual machines which are going to be used to carry out planed simulation 

tasks. Several different types of virtual machine can be specified when different 

computation requirements are required, which shows the excellent elasticity of this 

simulation system. Different operation systems, saying Ubuntu, can be chosen to adapt 

different simulation scenarios. Depending on specified network situation, there are 

different options for the network type connecting virtual machines. A default network 

type of virtual machines, OpenVPN, is provided, which connect all created virtual 

machines through OpenVPN. Thanks to interoperability of this simulation system, 

which means computation resources can be deployed across different Cloud platforms, 

users can select different deployment models of virtual machines: deploying all of 

virtual machines on one specific Cloud platform or on different Cloud platforms. At 

present, this simulation system supports HLA distributed simulation which is the default 

option of model of simulation when building new simulation environment. It will not 

very difficult to be extended to support other distributed simulations if necessary. 
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The portal of management functionality of simulation system prototype plays 

an important role in the management of ISSC. It provides basic management 

functionality of the simulation system, including user management, backend 

management and image management. The user management functionality implements 

management functions related to user account, for example, creating new accounts and 

privilege management of accounts. Backend management is the component supporting 

the interoperability of the simulation system. Through the backend management 

functionality, backends binding to various Cloud providers are added into the 

simulation system with property configurations, which completes the integration of 

different Cloud platforms. Also it supports basic management of Cloud service 

backends, such as deleting and modification and so on. Image management portal is 

used to manage images of the simulation system. An image of the simulation system 

refers to a packaged image file which can be used to instantiate a virtual machine 

instance with custom configurations, saying the computation capability and storage size 

and so on. The images can also contain necessary simulation tools or software prepared 

for simulation tasks. Images are stored in the simulation system and share across the 

overall simulation system wherever the Cloud platform is integrated. Accordingly, 

simulators are able to build their own custom images with predefined configurations 

and prepared simulation environment, which provides a convenient and efficient 

approach to deliver and manage custom simulation environment for users, helping to 

leap over the great difficulty of setting up a complex simulation environment and focus 

on simulation process and simulation results. 
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4.4 Backend 

The backend of simulation platform plays the role of performing detailed tasks 

associated with specific background Cloud services. It acts as the bridge between the 

frontend of the simulation system and underlying Cloud providers. On the one hand, the 

backend is the section processing request from frontend and responding to specific 

client with property information. On the other hand, it is responsible to transfer 

messages to Cloud platforms and collect related data from Cloud platforms. Through 

backend, the simulation system delivers missions to specific Cloud platform where 

detailed tasks are performed, and monitor and manage Cloud platforms via 

communicating required data with Cloud platforms. Along with frontend, backend 

implements functionalities of the simulation system. Owing to well-designed 

architecture, the backend also owns excellent extensibility which means it is not 

difficult to extend the backend with new features or functionalities. 

As shown in Fig. 4.6, the backend of simulation system adopts a distributed 

architecture. Apart from frontend, backend servers are deployed separately in a one-one 

model which means one dedicated backend server serves one specific background 

Cloud platform. Any backend server cannot bind to more than one Cloud platform. Any 

two backend servers cannot also be deployed in one physical server together. However, 

the backend server can be deployed together with the Cloud platform in the same 

physical server, or deployed in a separate server physically apart from the Cloud 

platform. All of distributed backend servers construct an abstract backend layer which 

implements functionalities the backend is expected to provide. 
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Fig 4.6: Architecture of Backend 

Technically, the back server is built on the rOCCI framework, a Ruby 

framework of OCCI. The rOCCI framework facilitates the interaction between backend 

server and background Cloud platform. Corresponding with OCCI, the backend server 

implements related functionalities in universal APIs which ensures the interoperability 

of the simulation system. A group of configurations, including the type of Cloud 

platform, the location of Cloud platform, the authentication information of Cloud 

platform and so on, are used to integrate specific Cloud platform into this simulation 

system. The backend communicates with frontend in OCCI language while they interact 

with Cloud platforms with specific proprietary APIs respectively. Employing different 

drivers, the rOCCI framework take the responsibility of translating the OCCI language 

to specific proprietary languages of Cloud platforms. 

4.5 Cloud Service 

The Cloud service layer is the underlying Cloud platforms providing computation 

resources for the simulation system. Thanks to the excellent of OCCI, various Cloud 
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platforms can be integrated into the simulation system. The underlying Cloud platform 

can be a commercial public Cloud, for example Amazon EC2, or a private Cloud built 

by individuals or organizations. The supporting of multiple Cloud platforms illustrates 

the interoperability of the simulation system well, which also show the excellent 

scalability and extensibility of the simulation system. 

Backend Status Explanation 

OpenNebula production The OpenNebula Backend is a flagship product for rOCCI, 
routinely used at multiple sites 

Amazon 
EC2 pilot 

The EC2 backend implementation has been developed and 
tested with Amazon Web Services. It is currently an 
experimental product and the documentation has yet to be 
compiled. 

VMWare considered 
Based on requests from multiple site, a backend for 
VMWare products is being considered. It is not yet decided 
which product in the VMWare range would be targeted. 

Windows 
Azure 

in 
progress 

The implementation of an Azure backend is in nearly design 
stage. There is nothing to try out, yet. 

Cloud Stack considered The implementation of a CloudStack backend is being 
considered. There is nothing to try out, yet. 

Tab 4.1: rOCCI backend supports status [107] 

Employing the rOCCI, a Ruby OCCI framework, the simulation system 

supports two Cloud service platforms: OpenNebula and Amazon EC2 now. Supporting 

of more Cloud service platform is going to be implemented. The latest status of rOCCI 

backend development is shown in Tab 4.1.  
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Chapter 5 

Experiment Results and Analysis	

According to aforementioned design and architecture, a prototype of this simulation 

system, ISSC, is built to prove the feasibility of this simulation system. A series of 

experiments are carried out on this prototype of simulation system to analyze the 

performance of this simulation system. In order to compare performance, experiments 

are performed on both the native Cloud platform (a private Cloud built using 

OpenNebula) and ISSC. Experiments observe and investigate times on setting up 

simulation environment, time overhead of ISSC on top of the native Cloud platform, 

time on executing simulation task and performance of executing simulation application. 

Based on the process of experiments and the data results of experiments, related 

analysis and discussion are performed. 
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5.1 Experiment Environment 

According to the proposed architecture of ISSC, the prototype of ISSC is built as a 

hybrid system, enclosing one frontend server and two backend servers. The architecture 

of ISSC prototype is demonstrated as follow in Fig. 5.1. 

 

Fig 5.1: Architecture of ISSC prototype 

As shown in Fig. 5.1, the prototype is composed of one frontend server and 

two backend servers. The frontend server is deployed on a virtual machines created by 

Parallels Desktop 10 on a Mac Mini Server with Mac OS X 10.10.3 Operating System. 

Two backend servers are deployed on two virtual machines also created by Parallels 

Desktop 10 on a Mac Mini Server with Mac OS X 10.10.3 Operating System. The 

specification of Mac Mini Server is described in Tab. 5.1. 
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Frontend server and backend servers run Ubuntu 14.04 LTS Server Operation 

System. The specification of frontend server and backend server are described in Tab. 

5.2. 

One backend server, OpenNebula Backend, is connected to a private Cloud 

built on three Dell Studio computer servers using OpenNebula 4.10.2. The specification 

of three Dell Studio computer servers are described in Tab. 5.3. 

Item Specification 
CPU Intel Core i5 3335S@2.7GHz�

RAM 8GB with dual-channel DDR3@1333MHz 
Network 10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet Network 
OS Mac OS X 10.10.3 

Tab 5.1: Specification of Mac Mini Server 

Item Frontend Server OpenNebula Backend 
Server 

Amazon Backend 
Server 

VCPU 2 2 2 
RAM 1GB 1GB 1GB 

Network 10/100 Mbps Ethernet 
Network 

10/100 Mbps Ethernet 
Network 

10/100 Mbps Ethernet 
Network 

OS Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 
Server 

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 
Server 

Ubuntu 14.04 LTS 
Server 

Tab 5.2: Specification of Frontend Server and Backend Servers. 

Items Specification 
CPU Intel Core i7 920@2.66GHz�

RAM 6GB with tri-channel DDR3@1066MHz 
Network 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet Network 
OS Fedora 23 Linux Operating System 

Tab 5.3: Specification of Dell Studio Computer Servers 

Another backend server, Amazon Backend, is connected to Amazon AWS 

EC2 public Cloud service. 

Based on built prototype of ISSC, three categories of experiments are carried 

out. The first category is observing the time overhead of ISSC compared to the native 
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Cloud platform. The second category is observing the time cost on executing specified 

simulation tasks. The last category is observing the performance of executing different 

simulation applications on ISSC. 

5.2 Time Overhead of ISSC 

In order to examine the performance of ISSC precisely, the first category of 

experiments are designed to observe the time overhead of ISSC compared to the native 

Cloud platform. To be more specific, this overhead refers to the extra time cost which 

the ISSC imposes on top of the underlying native Cloud platform. 

  In this category of experiment, OpenNebula acts as the baseline to compare 

with ISSC. A java application is designed and implemented to transfer raw data 

between two virtual machines. This java application is employed to test the data 

communication performance between virtual machines. Two virtual machines are 

deployed on OpenNebula while another two virtual machines with the same 

specification are deployed on ISSC (2 virtual machines on OpenNebula backend). The 

specification of virtual machines is demonstrated in Tab 5.7. 

Items Specification 
VCPU 1 
RAM 1024MB 
OS Debian 8.4.0, 64-bit PC 

Tab 5.4: Specification of Virtual Machine 

  The same experiments are carried out on those two groups of virtual 

machines respectively. The experiment data from virtual machines deployed on 

OpenNebula build up the baseline. The experiment data from virtual machines deployed 
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on ISSC will be compared to data from OpenNebula. Through the comparison of two 

group of experiment data, the time overhead of ISSC can be observed. 

  The java test application is designed to transfer raw data between two nodes 

with various speeds according to different parameter sets. There are three parameters 

determining data transferring speed in the java test application: message_size, 

message_frequence and experiment_time. The first parameter, message_size, defines 

the size of each message transferred between nodes; The second parameter, 

message_frequence, defines the frequence of sending message between nodes per 

second, which refers to the number of messages sent out per second. The last parameter, 

experiment_time represents how long the experiment last, which means how long 

messages are kept sending in the experiment.  

  In order to examine the time overhead of ISSC precisely, three groups of 

experiments are performed. In the first group of experiments, message frequency varies 

from 10 messages/s to 200 messages/s, with fixed message_szie (1000*1000 Bytes) and 

experiment_time (10s); Message frequency keeps varying from 10 messages/s to 200 

messages/s, with the same experiment time (10s) but different message sizes (100*1000 

Bytes and 10*1000 Bytes) respectively in the second and third group of experiment. 

Each experiment is performed 10 times on the native Cloud platform and ISSC. 

Student’s t-distribution is employed to calculate confidence intervals under a 95% 

confidence level. 

  The data of three groups of experiments are summarized in Fig 5.2. In the 

figure, ISSC_100K represents data on ISSC with 10k message_size while 
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NATIVE_10K represents data on the native Cloud platform (underlying OpenNebula 

Cloud platform in this experiment) with 10k message_size.  

  Briefly, the time cost of raw data transfer increases steadily when message 

frequency grows from 10 messages/s to 200 messages/s with different message sizes. 

The time overheads of ISSC on top of the native Cloud platform differ in different 

message frequencies and message sizes. If message size is set to 10000 bytes, there is 

no time overhead between the native Cloud platform and ISSC. If message size is set to 

100000 bytes, the time overhead can be ignored when message frequency is less than 90 

messages/s while the time overhead grows slowly when message frequency exceeds 90 

messages/s. If message size is set to 1000000 bytes, the time overhead varies between 

8.3% and 25.1%. From the data of experiments, we can find that the time overhead is 

generated when message size and message frequency increase to fixed values. 

 

Fig 5.2: Time Overhead Summary	  
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5.3 Execution Time of Simulation Task 

The second category of experiments observe the execution time of distributed 

simulation tasks on the native Cloud platform and ISSC, which refers to the time cost of 

executing designed distributed simulation tasks on native Cloud platform and ISSC. 

OpenNebula, the native Cloud platform, acts as the baseline to compare with ISSC in 

this category of experiments. 

In this thesis, portico, a simulation middleware implemented based on HLA, 

is employed to design and perform HLA-based distributed simulation tasks. The version 

of portico used to design and implement simulation tasks is 2.0.0 specified to Linux 

operating system.  

According to characteristics of different simulation tasks, two kinds of tasks 

are designed and performed, including computation intensive simulation task and 

communication intensive task. Execution times of two kinds of simulation tasks are 

referred as computation time (CPT) and communication time (CMT) respectively. 

In this category of experiments, 10 virtual machines are deployed on ISSC (5 

virtual machines on OpenNebula backend and 5 virtual machines on Amazon backend) 

and the native Cloud platform respectively to carry out simulation tasks. In order to 

investigate the performance of ISSC from multi views, same simulation tasks are also 

performed on 5 virtual machines deployed on the native Cloud platform. This simulates 

the scenario where computation resource is limited in the native Cloud platform so that 

only limited virtual machines are available to perform dedicated simulation tasks, by 

contraries, which can be resolved by the great interoperability of ISSC perfectly. The 

specification of virtual machine created on each platform is shown in Tab. 5.7. 
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5.3.1 Computation Intensive Task             

The first kinds of experiments examine execution times of a group of computation 

intensive simulation tasks.  

  Portico is employed to implement a test application that performs float 

calculation to imitate computation intensive simulation task. 10 federates are created to 

carry out simulation tasks in this test application. A parameter is used to control the 

number of calculation iterations, which determines the scale of computation load. The 

number of calculation iterations varies from 10000000 to 100000000. The experiments 

are performed on ISSC and the native Cloud platform respectively. Each experiment is 

performed 10 times on the native Cloud platform and ISSC. Student’s t-distribution is 

employed to calculate confidence intervals under a 95% confidence level. 

  The related data of experiments are illustrated in Fig. 5.3. In this figure, 

ISSC_10VMs represents data on ISSC with 10 vms deployed while NATIVE_10VMs 

represents data on the native Cloud platform (underlying OpenNebula Cloud platform in 

this experiment) with 10 vms deployed, and NATIVE_5VMs represents data on the 

native Cloud platform with 5 vms deployed. 

  It is apparent that the execution times of tasks increase with fixed rate when 

the number of iterations grows. Due to the performance difference among virtual 

machines from different backends, the execution time on ISSC is lightly less than the 

native Cloud platform about 7% when 10 virtual machines are employed to perform 

simulation tasks. If the number of virtual machines is limited to 5, the execution times 

on the native Cloud platform reach 200% of ISSC approximately. This result illustrates 

the great benefit brought by the interoperability of ISSC very well. 
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Fig 5.3: Execution Time Summary of Computation Intensive Tasks 

5.3.2 Communication Intensive Task             

The second kinds of experiments examine execution times of a group of communication 

intensive simulation tasks which refers to the time cost of message communication 

among simulation units during simulation. 
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carry out simulation tasks in this test application. According to characteristics of HLA 
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then continue to next step after all of federates of the same federation complete 

synchronization. The second parameter, messag_size, controls the size of message 

which are communicated among federate during each simulation step. It is apparent that 

the total execution time of simulation task primarily depends on the value of those two 

parameters.  

  In several groups of experiments, steps varies from 10 to 100 with different 

fixed message_size (1000000 Bytes , 100000 Bytes and 10000 Bytes). Each experiment 

is performed 10 times on the native Cloud platform and ISSC. Student’s t-distribution is 

employed to calculate confidence intervals under a 95% confidence level. Based on the 

data of experiments, a summary is demonstrated in Fig. 5.4. 

 

Fig 5.4: Execution Time Summary of Communication Intensive Tasks 
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gap is below 10% at most of time when message size is set to 10000 bytes while it can 

reach 30% in some points when message size is set to 100000 bytes. The performance 

gaps can be attributed to the latency of network and the communication overhead 

among various backends during the execution of communication intensive tasks. 

  However, the situation is different when the number of virtual machines is 

limited to 5 on the native Cloud platform. In this scenario, the performance on the 

native Cloud platform is around 10% better than ISSC at most of the time but is worse 

than ISSC from 14.1% to 23.3% when message size is set to 10000 bytes, which is 

benefited from the interoperability of ISSC. 

5.3.3 Effect of Virtual Machines Deployment on Execution 

Time of Simulation Task             

Considering characteristics of ISSC, another group of experiments are designed and 

performed to investigate the effect of different virtual machines deployment on various 

backends on performance of simulation task.  

  In this thesis, the ISSC prototype used in experiments is consist of two 

backends: OpenNebula backend and Amazon AWS backend. Totally 10 virtual 

machines are built on this ISSC prototype. In a group of scenarios, the deployment of 

virtual machines on backends varies from 10 virtual machines on OpenNebula backend 

and 0 virtual machines on Amazon backen, to 0 virtual machines and 10 virtual 

machines on Amazon virtual machines.  

  A set of simulation tasks, including computation intensive simulation tasks 

and communication intensive tasks, are performed in different scenarios to investigate 
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the effect of different virtual machines deployment on the performance of simulation 

task. Two groups of computation intensive tasks are performed with two different fixed 

numbers of iterations (10000000 and 100000000). Three groups of communication 

intensive tasks are performed with fixed number of simulation steps (100) but different 

message sizes (1000000 bytes, 100000 bytes and 10000 bytes). Each experiment is 

performed 10 times on the native Cloud platform and ISSC. Student’s t-distribution is 

employed to calculate confidence intervals under a 95% confidence level. 

  As shown in Fig.5.5, It can be observed that the execution time of 

computation intensive tasks decrease when the number of virtual machines deployed on 

OpenNebula drops. The performance is best when there are 10 virtual machines from 

Amazon and 0 virtual machines from OpenNebula, 11% and 12 % better with two 

different numbers of iterations respectively. As discussed in Chapter 5.3.1, the reason 

can be attributed to the performance difference among virtual machines from different 

backends. 

  In terms of communication intensive tasks, the execution time displays a 

curve when the deployments of virtual machines change. It can be found that the 

execution time is most when there are 5 virtual machines from OpenNebula and 5 

virtual machines from Amazon. It decreases slowly when the numbers of virtual 

machines deployed on OpenNebula and Amazon differ. The performance is best when 

there are 10 virtual machines from Amazon. This performance difference can be 

attributed to the communication overhead among virtual machines deployed on 

different backend Cloud platforms. When virtual machines are deployed on two 

different backend server, which means the geographical and network distance among 
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virtual machines is larger, the time overhead of communication among virtual machines 

deployed on different backend server increases accordingly, which poses a negative 

effect on the performance of simulation. Apparently, more dispersedly virtual machines 

are distributed on different backend Cloud platform, worse the performance of 

simulation is. It is obvious that the performance of simulation is the lowest when same 

number of virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server and Amazon 

backend server respectively. 

 

Fig 5.5: Execution Time Summary in Different Deployment 
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ISSC. In this category, three different simulation applications are tested on ISSC 

prototype platform. 

5.4.1 Sushi Restaurant             

The first simulation application is sushi restaurant, a HLA-based distributed simulation 

application, which is employed to design and perform related experiments. The 

simulation application, sushi restaurant, is a distributed simulation application which 

simulates the behaviors and operations of a sushi restaurant. It is a well-known 

simulation application example and widely used as benchmark to test simulation 

behaviors in the HLA scene/community [113]. This simulation application covers most 

of parts that a federation can have in HLA, such as ownership management, time 

management, declaration management and so on [113]. There are lots of papers or 

project which employ this simulation application [113] [114].  

  There are five kinds of roles designed and implemented in this simulation 

application to simulate behaviors and operations of the sushi restaurant. The first kind 

of role is manager of the sushi restaurant who is in charge of management of the 

restaurant. The manager is the person who manages employees of restaurant, schedules 

serving for customers and assigns tasks among other roles. The second kind of role is 

production which represent chiefs and related employees who are responsible to 

producing sushi for customers. Chiefs and related employees cooperate with each other 

to prepare sushi food for customer orders and provide food to transport. The third kind 

of role is transport which is the representation of employees and related tools 

responsible for transporting ordered sushi food to dedicated customers. It is the bridge 
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between production and consumption. The forth kind of role is consumption which 

represent customers at restaurant. It is the role who makes order of food and consume 

sushi food at restaurant. The last kind of role is viewer which plays the role of observing 

transactions of restaurant. It monitors all transactions of restaurant and show them in a 

visual approach so that we can grab the overview of operations of the whole restaurant.  

  With those five kinds of implemented roles of restaurant, this simulation 

application simulates and demonstrates all behaviors and transactions of the sushi 

restaurant dynamically, including producing, transporting and consuming of sushi food, 

which consumes computation and communication resource of nodes to complete 

simulation tasks. In this experiment, sushi restaurant acts as a simulation combination of 

computation and communication tasks. 

  This simulation application is implemented based on a commercial HLA 

simulation middleware, Pitch pRTI, which is developed by Pitch Corporation in 

Sweden. Pitch pRTI is an excellent and mature commercial distributed simulation RTI 

completely compliant to HLA standard. It has been widely used in lots of papers or 

projects [115] [116].  

  Pitch pRTI provides a platform-independent implementation of all services 

documented in the HLA Interface Specification [111]. The primary language used to 

build this middleware is Java. It can run on multiple platforms, including Windows 

Operating System, Sun Operation System, Linux Operating System and so on. It is a 

completely HLA compliant simulation middleware. The version of pRTI used in this 

category of experiments is v5.0.1.1 build 2077 Free specified to Linux Operating 

System. 
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  The ISSC prototype used in this category of experiments is consist of two 

backends: OpenNebula backend and Amazon AWS backend. According to 

characteristics of this simulation application, totally 6 virtual machines are created to 

carry out this group of experiments. Each role of the sushi restaurant corresponds to one 

federate in the simulation application, deployed on one virtual machine. Additionally,  

because the pRTI middleware suite contains the central RTI component (CRC) and the 

local RTI components (LRC), one virtual machines is used to deploy the central RTI 

component. In summary, there is one dedicated virtual machine for the central RTI 

component and one virtual machine for each federate. The specification of virtual 

machine is shown in Tab. 5.7. 

  Similarly, same experiments are performed on ISSC with different ratios of 

virtual machines deployed on two backend servers. In a group of scenarios, the 

deployment of virtual machines on backends varies from 6 virtual machines on 

OpenNebula backend and 0 virtual machines on Amazon backen, to 0 virtual machines 

and 6 virtual machines on Amazon virtual machines. 

  According to the characteristics of this simulation application, several 

groups of experiments are designed and performed under different parameter 

configurations. We change the number of customers we are going to complete serving 

to determine the scale of this sushi simulation. The time costs of completing dedicated 

transactions are different depending on the numbers of customers intending to serve. A 

set of values of this number are tested: 200 serving customers, 100 serving customers 

and 10 serving customers. Each experiment is executed 10 times to approach correct 
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data of simulations. Student’s t-distribution is employed to calculate confidence 

intervals under a 95% confidence level. 

  The summary of data is demonstrated in Fig.5.6. It is apparent that the time 

costs of simulation increase along with the growth of serving number. It costs around 

67s to complete serving 10 customers, 470s to 100 customers and 920s to 200 

customers. The time cost of 200 customers is about 1.95 times of the cost of 100 serving 

while the time cost of 100 customers is about 7 times of the cost of 10 customers, not 

reaching 10 times. 

 

Fig 5.6: Execution Time Summary of Sushi Restaurant Simulation Application 

  We can also observe that the execution time displays a curve when the 

deployments of virtual machines change. The curve is not very apparent when the 

number of serving customer is only 10, with a relatively steady value of 67000ms 

around. However, the situation is lightly different when the number of serving customer 

rises to 100 and 200. The curve displays a radian with a peak at the middle of curve and 
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two nadirs at the beginning and end of curve. This trend turns out apparent when the 

number of serving customers reaches to 200. It means the time cost of simulation is 

highest when the number of virtual machines deployed on OpenNebual backend server 

closes to the number of virtual machines deployed Amazon backend server, while 

lowest when all of virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server or 

Amazon backend server. To be more specific, the value is about 922000ms to serve 200 

customers when 3 virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server and 3 

virtual machines are deployed on Amazon backend server, which is about 2% more than 

the value when all 6 virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server, and 

4.7% more than the value when all 6 virtual machines are deployed on Amazon backend 

server. Similarly, the value is about 472000ms to server 100 customers when 3 virtual 

machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server and 3 virtual machines are 

deployed on Amazon backend server, which is about 2% more than the value when all 6 

virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server, and 4.4% more than the 

value when all 6 virtual machines are deployed on Amazon backend server. The time 

cost of simulation approaches to the peak value when the number of virtual machines 

deployed on two different backend server close.  

  This trend can be explained by the overhead of communication among 

virtual machines very well. When virtual machines are deployed on two different 

backend server, which means the geographical and network distance among virtual 

machines is larger, the time overhead of communication among virtual machines 

deployed on different backend server increases accordingly, which poses a negative 

effect on the performance of simulation. Apparently, more dispersedly virtual machines 
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are distributed on different backend Cloud platform, worse the performance of 

simulation is. Consequently, the performance of simulation drops to the lowest when 

same number of virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server and 

Amazon backend server respectively because the time overhead of communication 

among virtual machines are largest in that case.  

5.4.2 Fuel Economy             

The second simulation application in this category is fuel economy which is a 

HLA-based distributed simulation application used to investigate the economy of fuel 

consumption of vehicles. The fuel economy simulation is an analysis simulation 

application that is intended to study and compare the fuel consumption of vehicles 

under different conditions. To be more specific, this simulation application simulates 

vehicles driving in given circumstances to examine how far vehicles can drive using a 

limited amount of fuel so that fuel consumptions of vehicles could be evaluated [117].  

It is a common simulation application widely used to verify simulation services and 

performance in the HLA scene/community [118].  

  Similar as sushi restaurant simulation application, fuel economy is 

implemented based on Pitch pRTI which has been introduced in the experiment of sushi 

restaurant simulation application. 

  This simulation application is made up of three different roles: master, 

mapviewer and vehicles. The first role is master of the fuel economy simulation 

federation which is in charge of management of the entire simulation federation, 

including setting up driving scenarios, starting and stopping the simulation and so on. 
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The second role is mapviewer which acts as a monitor or observer of the simulation 

federation. The status of vehicles, including position and fuel status, will displays on 

mapviewer. It is in charge of monitoring the real-time simulation federation 

dynamically. The third role is vehicle which simulates behaviors of vehicles in the 

simulation federation, including position movement and fuel consumption. Simulators 

can import many different vehicles corresponding to different vehicle models so that 

this simulation could be able to evaluate fuel consumption of different vehicle models 

as many as you can.  

  The workload on roles in this simulation application contains computation 

tasks and communication tasks. The role of vehicle in this simulation application keeps 

calculating and updating position of vehicle in real time. It also keeps calculating and 

updating fuel consumption of vehicle dynamically. The role of mapviewer keeps 

updating and rendering the position and movement of vehicle as well as the 

consumption of fuel in given map in real time. Roles in this simulation application keep 

communicating with each other to complete the simulation. The role of master sends 

messages to and receive messages from other roles in this simulation application to 

control and schedule the entire simulation procedure. The role of vehicle and the role of 

mapviewer keep transferring information of position and movement of vehicle and 

status of fuel consumption of vehicle in real time. The role of master also logs and 

monitors the real-time simulation information of federation dynamically so that further 

analysis and research on fuel consumption could be conducted. Consequently, the 

workload of this simulation application is a combination of computation tasks in 

federate nodes and communication tasks among federate nodes. 
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  The experiment environment used in this experiments is similar as sushi 

restaurant simulation. The ISSC prototype is consist of two backends: OpenNebula 

backend and Amazon AWS backend. According to characteristics of this simulation 

application, totally 6 virtual machines are created to carry out this group of experiments.  

There is one master federate in this simulation which is deployed on one dedicated 

virtual machine. There is also one mapviewer federate in this simulation which is 

deployed on one dedicated virtual machine. Due to the limitation of maximum federates 

number in a federation by the free license of Pitch pRTI, three vehicle federates are 

deployed on three virtual machines, which means one vehicle federate is deployed on 

each virtual machine. And there is also one virtual machine used to deploy the central 

RTI component of Pitch pRTI. The specification of virtual machine is shown in Tab. 

5.7. 

  Similarly, same experiments are performed on ISSC with different ratios of 

virtual machines deployed on two backend servers. In a group of scenarios, the 

deployment of virtual machines on backends varies from 6 virtual machines on 

OpenNebula backend and 0 virtual machines on Amazon backen, to 0 virtual machines 

and 6 virtual machines on Amazon virtual machines. 

  According to the characteristics of this simulation application, several 

groups of experiments are designed and performed under different parameter 

configurations. We change the amount of fuel in a vehicle to determine the scale of the 

simulation. With given amount of fuel, vehicles keep driving until fuel is exhausted. 

Apparently the time costs of completing entire fuel consumption simulation depend on 

the amount of fuel provide to vehicles. A set of values of amount of fuel are tested: 100 
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liters, 10 liters and 1 liter. Each experiment is executed 10 times to approach correct 

data of simulations. Student’s t-distribution is employed to calculate confidence 

intervals under a 95% confidence level. 

 

Fig 5.7: Execution Time Summary of Fuel Economy Simulation Application 

  The summary of data is demonstrated in Fig.5.7. There is no doubt that the 

time costs of simulation increase along with the growth of the amount of fuel. It costs 

around 6.9s with 1L fuel, 68s with 10L fuel and 680s with 100L fuel. The time cost of 

100L fuel is about 10 times of the cost of 10L fuel while the time cost of 10L fuel is 

about 9.85 times of the cost of 1L fuel, not reaching 10 times.  

  The execution time also displays a curve when the deployments of virtual 

machines change. The curve is apparent when the amount of fuel rises to 100L. The 

curve displays a radian with a peak at the middle of curve and two nadirs at the 

beginning and end of curve. It means the time cost of simulation is highest when the 

number of virtual machines deployed on OpenNebula backend server closes to the 
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number of virtual machines deployed Amazon backend server, while lowest when all of 

virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server or Amazon backend 

server. To be more specific, the value is about 679000ms when 3 virtual machines are 

deployed on OpenNebula backend server and 3 virtual machines are deployed on 

Amazon backend server, which is about 6% more than the value when all 6 virtual 

machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend server, and 7% more than the value 

when all 6 virtual machines are deployed on Amazon backend server. The curve shows 

a trend that the time cost of simulation approaches to the peak value when the number 

of virtual machines deployed on two different backend server close.  

  We observed a similar trend in sushi restaurant simulation. Similarly, it can 

be explained by the overhead of communication among virtual machines very well. 

When virtual machines are deployed on two different backend server, which means the 

geographical and network distance among virtual machines is larger, the time overhead 

of communication among virtual machines deployed on different backend server 

increases accordingly, which poses a negative effect on the performance of simulation. 

Apparently, more dispersedly virtual machines are distributed on different backend 

Cloud platform, worse the performance of simulation is. Consequently, the performance 

of simulation drops to the lowest when same number of virtual machines are deployed 

on OpenNebula backend server and Amazon backend server respectively, which can be 

attributed to the increasing time overhead of communication among virtual machines. 

  We can also find that the curve in this simulation application is more 

apparent compared to sushi restaurant simulation application. The reason of this can be 

attributed to the difference between workload of those two simulation application. The 
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sushi restaurant simulation application intimate behaviors of all roles in a sushi 

restaurant, including producing food, transmitting food and consuming food. The major 

workload imposed on federates refers to the synchronization of federates in the 

simulation federation. Compared to sushi restaurant, the workload imposed on federates 

in fuel economy simulation application is larger. As described before, federates 

corresponding to the vehicle role in fuel economy simulation federation keeps 

calculation and updating position and fuel consumption of vehicle in real time. At the 

meantime, the mapviewer federate and vehicle federates keep communicating with each 

other to transfer position and fuel consumption information and then render the 

movement of vehicles and fuel consumption in given map dynamically. The amount of 

computation tasks and communication tasks in fuel economy simulation application is 

apparently greater than the sushi restaurant simulation application. Considering the 

factor of communication overhead among virtual machines discussed above and the 

performance difference between virtual machines from OpenNebula backend and 

Amazon backend, we can observe this difference on those two curves due to different 

amount of computation tasks and communication tasks in sushi restaurant simulation 

application and fuel economy simulation application.  

5.4.3 Billiard             

The third simulation application is the billiard simulation application. Billiard is a 

HLA-based distributed simulation application which imitates the billiard game. It 

simulates behaviors of balls in aspect of physical accuracy. To be more specific, this 

simulation application simulates accurate physical behaviors of balls including physical 
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movement of balls, collisions among balls and interactions among balls and table. 

Billiard is a famous simulation application in the HLA scene/community which is 

usually employed to investigate performance of different HLA RTI [119] [120].  

  Billiard simulation application is implemented based on an open source 

HLA simulation middleware, CERTI, which is developed by the French Aerospace 

Laboratory (ONERA) [121] [122]. It provides complete compatibility of HLA 1.3 

specification and IEEE 1516 specification [121] [122]. As an excellent free HLA 

compliant RTI middleware, CERTI has been employed in many applications and 

projects in HLA community [121] [122] [123]. 

  CERTI provides an efficient and platform-independent implementation of 

HLA services and interfaces. It is mainly implemented using C++ language as well as 

some Java code. CERTI can runs on several operating systems, including Linux and 

Windows. It comprises two major components: RTIA and RTIG. RTIA is deployed 

locally with federates and corresponds to an RTI ambassador process through with 

federates interact with RTIG remotely. RTIG represents the central component of 

CERTI which interacts with local RTIA to provide related distributed RTI services of 

HLA to federates. The version of CERTI used in this experiments is 3.5.1. 

  The main federate in billiard simulation application is the ball federate 

which models ball in the billiard simulation federation with a set of accurate position 

attributes, and simulates behaviors of balls including movement of balls, collisions 

among balls and interactions among balls and table. It is possible to simulate any 

number of balls in this billiard simulation federation where each ball corresponds to one 

ball federate in the billiard simulation federation. Each ball is initialized with a random 
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position and a random movement before the simulation starts. All of balls are placed 

inside a given table which has clear boundaries. Balls perform movements inside this 

given table with any possible collision with other balls and the table. The simulation 

ends if a stop command is received or the given simulation time is exhausted. Each ball 

federate is presented with a graphical interface so that the situation of entire simulation 

could be dynamically observed on each federate node graphically. 

  Each ball federate in this billiard simulation application undertakes 

workload of computation tasks and communication tasks. The ball federate keeps 

calculating and updating position of ball in real time. It also processes any possible 

collisions with other balls or the table and handles related update of movement and 

position. Each ball federate in this simulation application publishes the information of 

its’ position and movement and subscribes the information of the information of 

position and movement from other balls. All of ball federates keep transferring real-time 

information of position and movement with each other to calculate possible collisions 

and dynamically render situation of the entire simulation graphically. The workload 

imposed on federates in this billiard simulation application combines computation tasks 

and communication tasks. 

  The experiment environment used in this experiments is similar as last two 

simulation applications. The ISSC prototype is consist of two backend: OpenNebula 

backend and Amazon AWS backend. According to characteristics of this simulation 

application, totally 10 virtual machines are created to carry out this group of 

experiments. There is one virtual machine where RTIG is deployed while there are 9 

other virtual machines where one ball federates is deployed on each virtual machine. In 
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another word, there are totally 9 balls federates deployed in this billiard simulation 

federation. All 9 ball federates simulates movement inside the given table with collision 

with each other and boundaries of the table during the simulation procedure. The 

specification of virtual machine is shown in Tab. 5.7. 

  Same experiments are performed on ISSC with different ratios of virtual 

machines deployed on two backend servers. In a group of scenarios, the deployment of 

virtual machines on backends varies from 10 virtual machines on OpenNebula backend 

and 0 virtual machines on Amazon backend, to 0 virtual machines and 10 virtual 

machines on Amazon virtual machines. 

  According to the characteristics of HLA simulation, a parameter, steps 

which controls the number of simulation steps each ball federate need to complete in a 

whole HLA simulation, is employed to determine the scale of simulation. A set of 

values of simulation steps are tested: 100, 1000and 1000. Each experiment is executed 

10 times to approach correct data of simulations. Student’s t-distribution is employed to 

calculate confidence intervals under a 95% confidence level. 

  The summary of data is demonstrated in Fig.5.8. We can observe easily that 

the time costs of simulation increase along with the growth of simulation steps. It costs 

around 25s with 100 simulation steps, 250s with 1000 simulation steps and 2500s with 

10000 simulation steps. From the summary, we can also find that the execution time 

shows a curve with changes of the deployments of virtual machines. The curve is not 

very apparent when the number of simulation steps is only 100, with a relatively steady 

value of 25s around. However, the situation is lightly different when the number of 

simulation steps rises to 1000 and 10000. This trend turns out clear when the number of 
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simulation steps reaches to 10000. The curve displays a radian with a peak at the middle 

of curve and two nadirs at the beginning and end of curve. It means the time cost of 

simulation is highest when the number of virtual machines deployed on OpenNebual 

backend server closes to the number of virtual machines deployed Amazon backend 

server, while lowest when all of virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend 

server or Amazon backend server. We can notice that the value is about 2720s for 

10000 simulation steps when 3 virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula backend 

server and 3 virtual machines are deployed on Amazon backend server, which is about 

23% more than the value when all 10 virtual machines are deployed on OpenNebula 

backend server, and 32% more than the value when all 10 virtual machines are deployed 

on Amazon backend server. 

 

Fig 5.8: Execution Time Summary of Billiard Simulation Application 

  We can make some analysis on the factor of this difference on performance. 

Considering the characteristics of HLA simulation and this billiard simulation 
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application, the major reason leading to this performance difference can be attributed to 

the communication among federates, which means the overhead of communication 

among federates deployed on dispersive virtual machines geographically and logically 

produces the difference on performance in different deployment scenarios. When virtual 

machines are deployed on two different backend server, which means the geographical 

and network distance among virtual machines is larger, the time overhead of 

communication among virtual machines deployed on different backend server increases 

accordingly, which poses a negative effect on the performance of communication 

among federates deployed on corresponding virtual machines. In this simulation, each 

federate publishes the real-time information of its’ position and movement, and also 

subscribes the real-time information of position and movement from other balls. All ball 

federates keep transferring real-time information of position and movement with each 

other through the entire simulation procedure so that they cloud calculate possible 

collisions with other balls and boundaries of the table. To be more specific, each 

collision between two ball federates produces a set of message communication in the 

simulation federation. Firstly, a message communication between two ball federates is 

made once a possible collision between those two balls federates is detected. Those two 

ball federates calculates new position and movement with information enclosed in 

transferred message. After the information of position and movement of ball federates 

involved in this collision is renewed, an operation of updating the information of 

position and movement of those tow ball federates is triggered in the entire simulation 

federation to reflect the effect of this collision on the simulation federation. In detail, 

each ball federate involved in this collision initializes an information update operation 
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in the simulation scope, which means 2 information update operations would be 

triggered if this collision occurs between 2 ball federates. Each information update 

operation involves 9 messages communication between the central RTI component and 

ball federates in this simulation, which means each ball federate in this simulation 

federation would receive an information update message from the central RTI 

component. In another word, there are at least 10 messages communication triggered by 

each possible collision in this simulation. The number of message communication is 

even more large if collisions among ball federates is more complex, for instance, the 

collision involves three ball federates. It is apparent that collisions among ball federates 

produces lots of workload of message communication in the simulation federation, 

which explains the remarkable difference on performance of this billiard simulation 

application under different scenarios very well. Apparently, more dispersedly virtual 

machines are distributed on different backend Cloud platform, worse the performance 

of simulation is, and vice versa. In consequence, it is reasonable that the performance of 

this billiard simulation drops to the lowest when the same number of virtual machines 

are deployed on OpenNebula backend server and Amazon backend server respectively 

due to the overhead of communication among virtual machines. 

  Compared to curves in sushi restaurant simulation application and fuel 

economy simulation application, the curve in this billiard simulation application is 

steeper apparently, which can be explained by the much more amount of computation 

tasks and communication tasks in billiard simulation application than sushi restaurant 

simulation application and fuel economy simulation application. As discussed above, 

each ball federate in billiard simulation application is imposed workload of computation 
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tasks and communication tasks. The workload of computation task imposed on the ball 

federate includes calculating position of the ball and processing possible collision with 

other balls or boundaries of the table dynamically. The workload of communication task 

imposed on the ball federate includes transferring real-time information of position and 

movement with other ball federates. Each ball federate in this simulation application 

publishes the information of its’ position and movement and subscribes the information 

of the information of position and movement from other ball federates. As discussed in 

last paragraph, each collision among ball federates or boundaries of the table triggers an 

update operation of position and movement information in the entire simulation 

federation widely so that all ball federates could receive the latest information of 

position and movement. The frequency of information update operation is high due to 

the great deal of collision among ball federates and boundaries of the table. The amount 

of messages communicated corresponding to those update operations is large. It is 

apparent that the workload of computation tasks and communication tasks in billiard 

simulation application is much more than the one in sushi restaurant simulation 

application and fuel economy simulation obviously. Considering the communication 

overhead among virtual machines discussed before and the performance difference 

between virtual machines from OpenNebula backend and Amazon backend, we can 

observe different degrees of radian on those curves because of the difference on the 

amount of computation tasks and communication tasks in three simulation application, 

which demonstrates the effect of different virtual machines deployment on the 

performance on different simulation applications very well. 
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5.5 Summary 

Based on experiments data above, we can summarize the results and then obtain some 

conclusions. Firstly, the prototype of ISSC can complete various simulation tasks very 

well including computation intensive tasks and communication intensive tasks. In terms 

of computation intensive simulation task, the performance on ISSC is better than the 

native Cloud platform. The performance of communication intensive simulation task on 

ISSC is worse than the native Cloud platform. However, when the simulation resource 

is limited, the situation is different. For example, if there are only 5 virtual machines 

available on the native Cloud platform to be used to perform simulation tasks due to 

limited budget and lack of interoperability, which means 2 federates are deployed on 

each virtual machine as demonstrated on experiments above, the performance of two 

kinds of simulation tasks on the native Cloud platform experience apparent drop. 

Especially in the computation intensive tasks, the performance on the native Cloud 

platform is nearly two times worse than ISSC. This situation can demonstrate the great 

benefit brought by the interoperability of ISSC. Secondly, from the data of executing 

serval simulation applications, we can find that the performance of simulation 

application execution is affected by the deployment of virtual machines on different 

backend. Generally, more dispersedly virtual machines are distributed on different 

backend Cloud platform, worse the performance of simulation is, and vice versa. 

Summarily, thanks to the interoperability of ISSC, existing computation resource can be 

utilized and integrated into the simulation system as a new interoperable Cloud resource 
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provider, enhancing the computation capability of simulation system, to overcome the 

limitation of computation resource, which is the value of ISSC. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion and Future Work	

6.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, based on the investigation of Cloud computing and existing distributed 

simulation systemsover Cloud platform, a novel interoperable HLA-based simulation 

system on a Cloud environment, ISSC, is proposed. This novel simulation platform 

applies Cloud computing on conventional simulations encapsulating the advantages of 

Clouding computing. It offers clients an easy-of-use and unified interface to elastic and 

portable simulation resource with theoretical infinite computation capability in an 

economic cost. The simulation platform owns the capability of being deployed over 

various Cloud services and the interoperability across different Cloud platforms. This 

novel simulation platform brings conventional simulations many benefits, such as 

theoretical infinite computation capability, cost saving on investment, portability and 

flexibility on deployment, simpleness and convenience on environment setup, and 
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accessibility and elasticity on service. It also provides a feasible and effective solution 

on interoperable simulations over a diverse Cloud environment which addresses the 

concern of interoperability on simulation system over various Cloud platforms. 

According to proposed architecture, a prototype of ISSC, is implemented in 

this thesis, to prove the feasibility of ISSC concept and analyze the performance of 

ISSC. A series of experiments are designed and carried out on this prototype of 

simulation system. From the performed experiments, we can obtain a conclusion ISSC 

shows obvious advantages on the interoperability of Cloud environment. It can be 

considered as one reliable and efficient solution on interoperable simulation system over 

a diverse Cloud environment. 

6.2 Future work 

Based on the work of this thesis, some work can be done in future time. Firstly, at 

present, only two Cloud platforms are supported by this simulation system. It can be 

extended to support more Cloud platforms in the future, for example, Microsoft 

Windows Azure. It is apparent that the wide support to various Cloud platforms will 

greatly expand scenarios where ISSC is applied. Secondly, at present, only basic 

functionalities have been designed and implemented in ISSC, which can be improved in 

the future. For example, at present, OpenVPN is the only option which used to connect 

virtual machines in ISSC. It is can be extended to other network solutions to increase 

the adaptability of ISSC to various network situation in the future. Moreover, ther 

performance of ISSC can also be improve in the future, including the time cost of 

setting up simulation environment and executing various simulation tasks. Through 
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optimizing the architecture of the simulation system and network, considerable 

improvement on performance of ISSC can be expected. 
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